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SOMMARY

A prelimimry investigation of two-dimemiontil, supersonic cascade-
type inlets at a free-stream Mach number of 3.11 has been conducted at
the Langley Aeronautical Laboratory. Two cascade-type inlets utilizing
different methods of internal-flow compression were designed and tested.
In one inlet (designated cascade inlet) the passages were contoured to
generate coalesced compressions; whereas those of t~ other inlet (desig-
nated stepped-cascade inlet) were contoured to generate noncoslesced com-
pressions. Pressure and Mach number distributions as weU. as shadowgraphs
are presented for both inlets. With mass-flow ratios of 1, the maximum
values of total-pressure recovery attained at 0° angle of attack were 0.43

.
and 0.45 for the cascade and stepped-cascade inlets respectively, as com-
pared to a theoretical value of about 0.64 for both inlets. Individual
passages of the cascade inlet attained maximum values of total-pressure
recovery of O.~. The differences between maximum totsl-pressure recovery
for the individual passages and the entire cascade inlet are due to the
losses involved h straightening the velocity profiles of the individual
passages and to subsonic mixing of the & from individual passages. Both
inlets were stable in the supercritical region only. The Mach nuniberdis-
tributions obtained approximately 40 min.imm width$ downstre~ from the
leading edge of the inbosrd passages of~both inlets were fairly uuiform
across the passage width. Separation of’the s@ersoni’c flow ~ch :
increases with back pressure t.alcespl+ce within the individual passages ,
of both inlets. The separation is asymmetric, and the asymmetry has’no
systematic relationship with back pressure.

INTRODUCTION
..

In the development of supersonic inlets, initial emphasiswaa placed
on conical-type inlets. These inlets were designed to be housed within
the nose of a supersonic vehicle or to be carried externally in wing pods.
In both cases the inlet and engine are mounted in tandem: Analysis and
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tests of conical inlets (refs. 1, 2, and 3) indicated that the large
cowl-~p angles necessary in the design of conical inlets result in high
values of external wave drag at Mach numbers greater than 2.5. However,
recent tests of conical inlets (refs. 4 and 5) indicate that it is pos-
sible to attain high total-pressure recovery without prohibitive external
drag.

To overcome effects of external wave drsg associated with conical
inlets operating at their design Mach numbers, two-cllmensional,
rectangular-scoop inlets were designed and tested, as reported in ref-
erences 6, 7’,and 8. These inlets =e fuselage supported in such a
manner so as to add less external wave drag than conical inlets. scoop
inlets so mounted (see fig. 1) direct the compressed air (after subsonic
turning) to fuselage-housed engines. The inlets reported in these ref-
erences attain total-pressure recovery aMost as great as nose inlets.

Two-dimensional cascade-type inlets canbe housed within the wing
of a supersonic vehicle in such a manner as to add less external wave
drag than conical inlets. Two versions of such a wing-root inlet are
shown in figure 2. The leading edge of the outboard blade tip of each
passage is similar to the cowl of a conicsl inlet. However, each of the
outboard surfaces of the blades acts as a compression surface for the
succeeding passage. At the design Mach number, the leading edge of the
wing and the first compression for each passage are coincident. The
external wave drag associated with wing-housed casca& inlets is then
less than that associated with conical inlets.

In both wing-housed cascade inlets shown in figure 2 the turning of
the air is accomplished sqersonicaldy with the reflected compression CF
as shown in the tiboard passsges. Of course, if the air is not to be
delivered in a stresmwise direction, the strength of the reflected com-
pression can be reducedby utilizing more cutback on the upper blade sur-
face of each passage. If this process is theoretically csrried to the
limit, a cascade scoop inlet having zero thickness at the upper blade
tip results, snd the & is directed psrallel to the compression surface.
In order to maintain l%nite upper blade thickness, each passage must be
brought forward into the free stresm. The theoretical total-pressure
recovery for any one passage of such a cascade scoop inlet would then
correspond to the value of approximately 90 percent for the isolated
scoop.

The prhary purpose of this investigation was to study the starting
characteristics, flow-mixing characteristics, and velocity profiles in
cascade inlets. To study these characteristics,the two configurations
shown in figure 2 (though not opttiun pressure recovery inlets) were
investigated. The data obtained included pressure distributions, total-
pressure recoveries, Mach number distributions, and shadowgraphs for a
Mach number of 3.11 snd 0° angle of attack.
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Dr. Antonio Ferri initiated preliminary investigation of cascade
inlets while employed at the Langley Laboratory.
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SYMBOLS

free-stresm Mach number

subsonic-tiffuserMach number

ratio of measured mass flow to mass flow through a free-
stream tube of cross-sectional area equal to projected
inlet frontal area

local.static pressure

static pressure at upstream end of orifice plate

total pressure of free stream

total pressure after diffusion

total-pressure recovery

AERODYNAMIC DESIC3’JOF THE CASCADE INLETS TESTED

Passage contours.- Two cascade-type inlets were designed for opera-
tion at a free-stresm Mach number of 3.0. Different internal-flow ccm-
pressi.onwas obtained by contouring the inlet passages. The cascade
inlet passages were contoured to generate coalesced compressions; whereas
those of the stepped-cascade inlet were contoured to generate noncoa-
lesced compressions.

Consider the cascade inlet shown in figure 2(a). At the design llach
number the wing leading edge EC and the first compression generated by
the surface BE at B are coincident. The flow is further ccqressed
by turning the surface BEF such that all compressions generated coalesce
at the point C. Since the surface CD is cut back from the free-stream
directionby an insufficient smount to follow the streamline, a reflected
compression CF results. The intensity of this ccmrpressionis determined
by the Ufference between the flow angles at C as generated by the sur-
face BE and the cutback angle at point C.

Consider the stepped-cascade inlet shown in figure 2(b). At the
design Mach number the wing leading edge EC and the first compression
generatedby the surface BE( at B are coincident. The remdning com-

. BE..,gmespaced so as to generatepressions generated along the~%~.~c.~ .%*
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noncoalescing compressions. The first compression generated at the
petit B is reflected at the point C where the surface CD is cut
back by a smsll amount. The remahing compressions generated by the
surface BE are canceled along the surface CD.

Casca~ Cascading results in a reduction of the adal length of
the inlet and ~~us the cascade inlet becomes shorter than that of a
single-passage inlet using identical supersonic turning. The cascade-
type inlet consists of four identical passages having the required total
free-stresm-tube capture area. Each passage of the cascade-type inlets
discharges into a cmmaon constant-area plenum chamber which serves as a
mLxing region. Thus each passage to this point is essentially an inde-
pendent inlet.

starting cascade-type inlets.- During the starting process of cas-
cade or stepped-cascade inlets, the wss flow corresponding to the free-
stream tube based upon the projected passage frontal area mwt be swal-
lowed by each passage. The inlet is considered as started when the first
compression coincides with or is within the inlet swept leading edge, the
normal shock has passed the minimum, and the mass-flow ratio m/~ is 1.

Consider an instantaneous shock position during the starting process
of the stepped-cascade inlet as shown in figure 3. The initial shock is
assumed to be attached at L and extended a short distance to M. At
the point M a normal shock occurs. The shock is nomal to the internsl
flow frcnn M to N and oblique to the free-stream flow as shown by MP.
The flow behind the detached shock MP is supersonic such that the oblique
shock OP is attached at the point O but not coincident with the swept
leating edge. The shock PR is assumed to be a strong ob~que shock
behind which the flow is subsonic. For the inboard passage, some flow is
spilled around the inlet as indicated by the streamline TS. The flow
can also be spilled to the next passage: This spiUage from one passage
to the next is the difference between starting the cascade inlets and
single scoop inlets as discussed in references 9 and 10. If the mass flow
spilled is more than that required for equilibrium, then the shock con-
figuration will move in the dowmstresm direction. The shock IM becomes
coincident with the swept leading edge IS and the normal shock MN moves
downstream past the mirihum section of the inboard passage. The shock MPR
becomes less oblique and the flow at the point O becomes identical to the
conditions originally shown for the inbosrd passage. The process is
repeated for this channel and the others in succession until all passages
start.

It has been found experimentally that stsrting phenomena limited the
contractim ratio to 2.38 and 2.28 for the cascade and stepped-cascade
inlets, respectively. The entire starting process takes place almost
instantaneously with the inboard passage starting first and the outboard
pamage starting last.

--———
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Models.- The two models tested and their corresponding blade geome-
tries are shown in figures 4 and 5. The leading-edge angle of the swept
cover walls in the plane parallel to the free-stream direction was 6° for
the cascade inlet and 12° for the stepped-cascade inlet. The increased
angle for the step~ed-cascade inl.etwas necessary in order to house glass
inserts in the cover walls. These inserts enabled visual observation of
the inlet internal flow.

The surfaces ccmrprisingthe inboard and outbosrd passages of both
inlets were instrumented with static- and total-pressure tties which were
installed on the blade center LLnes (see fig. 6). Total-pressure tubes
were also inslxdled in the subsonic _ region. Cover-wW pressure
orifices were installed at all total-pressure-tube locations for the cas-
cade inlet. The stepped-cascade inlet had no cover-wa12.orifices at the
passage total-pressure-tubelocations because of the glass inserts. The
locations of u measuring stations are shown in figure 6.

.

Tests aud measurements.- Both inlets were tested at 0° angle of
attack at a free-stream Mach number of 3.11 and Reynolds numbers of

appro-tely 13 and 14.3 x 106, based upon the inlet height for the
cascade and stepped-cascade inlets, respectively. Since both inlets
had the same frontal dimensions, the difference in Reynolds number is
due to stagnation pressue. The tests were conducted in a supersonic
blowdown jet of the Langley Gas Dynamics Branch by using dry air sup-
plied frm high-pressure tanks. Figure 7 shows a schematic drawing of
the test installation.

The tests were perfomned tithe following manner. With the tunnel
and inlet started, the throttle valve was turned frm fully opened to
the point where flow instability of the inlet occurred. Measurements
were mpde at intermediary conditions up to the point just before the
onset of unsteady flow. Gages and mercury manometers were usedto record
pressures. The mass flow through the model was measured with a cali-
brated orifice located upstresm of the throttle valve as shown in fig-
ure 7. The differential pressure across the orifice was measured on a
mercury-f~ed U-tube. All pressure measuring instruments were photo-
graphed. Total-temperaturemeasurements were made upstresm of the mass-
flow orifice plate and in the settling chsniber. &essure measurements
were estimated to be accurate within Al percent and result in pressure
and mass-flow ratios accurate to ti percent.

———— - ——
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Static- and total-pressure distributions presented were obtained for
inlet operation in the supercritical region oIIJ-y.The flow was unstable
below the critical point and no attempt was made to stabilize the flow
for operation in the subcritical region. The data are presented for three
operating conditions denoted by the ratio ~/Po. For all conditions

discussed the inlets were started.

At a free-stresmlfachnumber of 3.11, if it is assumed that it is
possible for a normal shock to etist just downstream of the leading edge
of the outboard surface of any one passage and if subsonic losses are
neglected, the estimated total-pressure recovery for any one passage is
64 percent for both inlets.

Cascade Inlet

Shadowgraphs.- The supersonic flow pattern at the
cascade inlet is shown in figure 8. It has been found

entrance of the
experimentally

that the supersonic flow at &e entrance is independent o~ back pressure
until the onset of unsteady flow. The position of the first shock is
seen to be slightly different for each of the passages. This difference
becomes more pronounced in the outboard direction. The disturbance “a”
in figure 8(b) is weak and does not alter the flow entering the inlet.

Passage pressure distributions.-Figure 9 shows the variation of
static pressure with length for both the inboard and outboard passages.
The theoretical distribution for the inboard surfaces 1 and 3 of both
passages is included for comparison.

‘Mue ‘f %po = 0“36 ‘s ‘her-
etically obtainable slightly downstream of the leading edges of sur-
faces 2 and 4. The general fluw pattern is qualitatively as follows:
For values of

%/po
equal to 0.31 and O.%, the flow undergoes com-

pression to the minimum section, supersonic expansion beyond this point,
and further compression downstream. ‘or ‘#0

equal to 0.41 there is

compression from the inlet leading edge up to the last measuring station.

The difference in pressure ratio at the first measuring station for
surfaces 1 and 3 is due to the local flow angularity which is estimated
to be +1/2°. ‘or ‘iUes ‘f ‘b/pO equal to 0.31 smd 0.36 the decrease

unmeasured pressure ratio beyond the minhum section is due to the cut-
back of surfaces 1 and 3.

The differences between the inboard- and outboard-passageflows are
largely due to boundary-lsyer separation. Figure 10 presents the varia-

~=-<~—.--~
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tion of cover-wall static-pressure pl P.
(/)

and total-pressure recoveries

(/)
Pf P. with passage width.

( )
Regions of separation pl/Po Z Pf/Po are

apparent. There is asymmetric separation from all surfaces of the inboard
and outboard passages, and the asymnetry has no systematic relationship
with back pressure.

The weighted total-pressure recovery (weightedwith respect to mass
flow throughout this report) is SO percent for both end passages when

‘b/pO
is equal to 0.41. This result is obtained under the assumption

that the mass flow through the separated region is zero and that the
static pressure measured on the cover wall and the total pressure meas-
ured on the blade center line are constant across the passage height.

Plenum-chamber-pressuremeasurement.- Figure ~ presents the total-
pressure recoveries obtained b the subsonic plenum chamber at the rake
location. The outboard portion of the plenum chamber indicates higher
values of total-pressure recovery. This increase is probably due to the
difference of flow travel before reaching the measuring station and is
associated with less mixing losses. There is no distinguishablewake
effect of the inboard blades at the measuring station. The weighted
total-pressure recovery is 43 percent when pb/Po is eqti to 0.41.

Comparison of the weighted total-pressure recovery att.ainedby the
individual inboard and outboardpmsages with that attained in the
plenum chamber indicates the magnitude of the losses due to strai@t-
enlng the individual passage profiles as well as the ndxing of the four
subsonic streams.

The Mach number distribution shown in figure 12 is reasonably uni-
form, considering the separation which was present within the individ-
ual passages as indicated in figure 10.

Stepped-Cascade wet

Passage pressure distributions.- Figure 13 presents the variation of
pressure with length for both the inboard smd outboard passages of the
stewed-cascade inlet. The theoretical distributions are included for
comparison. The general flow pattern for sll operating conditions is
similar to that described for the cascade inlet.

The inboard-surfacepressure distribution for both passages near the
leading edge is lower than theoretical. The difference is due to the
local flow Q@arity of +1/20. ~ figure 13(a) the pressure distribu-
tion for tiboard surface 1 as measured is in agreement with theory until
the minimum section. For dl values of pb Po, the d&crease fi press~e

/
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ratio beyond the minhum section is due to flow expansion around the
cutback surface 1. In the absence of stificient data, the data for
inboard surface 3 shown in figure 13(b) are.arbitrarily faired to shuw
compression from the point beyond the minimum up to the last measuring
station. ‘

RQure 14 shows the variation of total-pressure recoveries with pas-
sage width. The surface values are those obtained frm the pressure dis-
tributions shown in figure 13. There is asymmetric separation from sM.
surfaces of the inboard and outboard passages, and the asymmetry has no
systematic relationship with back pressure.

Shadowgraphs.- The supersonic flow pattern at the entrance of the
stepped-cascade inlet as well as the internal flow in the passages is
shown ~t,figure 17 for the values of ~/P. indicated. The disturb-
ance b emanates from the lower nozzle block and extends around the
inlet. It is partially visible through the glass inserts in the nozzle
cover walls and should not be considered in analyzing the passage inter-
nal flow.

Figure 15(b) clearly shows the difference in the separation of the
supersonic flow slong the inboard surfaces of passages A and B. The
expansion at the upstresxaportion of the Moard surfaces of both pas-
sages is due to the cutback of these surfaces. The portion of the inter-
nal flow visible for the third passage is similar to that of passages “A
and B.

Increasing p~Po moves the region of supersonic flow separation

forward on all the--inboardsurfaces as shown ti figure 15(c). The flow
in all passages is similar, with separation of the supersonic flow
taking place asymmetrically.

The flow pattern in passages A and B of figure 15(d) can be
conjectured as follows: ~ passage A the flow is subsonic with the
possibility of supersonic flow along the outboard surface. The main
supersonic flow region has moved upstresm beyond the window. The flow
in passage B consists of a supersonic region along the outboard sur-
face of the passage and a highly turbulent subsonic region. * P-#o
increases there is no indication of the occurrence of a systematic nomal
shock pattern.

Detailed correlation between the flow pictures as determined fra
the shaduwgraphs of figure 15 md the pattern which can be inferred from
the pressure profiles is difficult. The data of figure 14(b) are taken
along the passage center line, whereas the shadowgraphs of figure 15 are
pictures through the entire passage and present a cumposite three-
cWnensionaL-flow effect.

—. . _- ..-
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Plenum-chamber-pressuremeasurement.- Figure 16 shows the variation
of total-pressure recovery across the width of the plenum chsmber at the
measuring station. The increase of total pressure in the outboard direc-
tion is probably due to the difference in flow travel before reaching the
measuring station. The weighted total-pressure recovery is 45 percent
when ~/p. h eqtiti O.43. The Mach number distributions shown in

figure 17-are relatively uniform over the passage width.

,.

An investigation

CONCLUSIONS

has been made of two-dimensional cascade-type
supersonic i.nietsat a free-stresm Mach number of 3.11 and 00 angle of
attack. Two inlets utilizing different methods of internal-flow com-
pression were designed and tested to study primarily starting charac-
teristics mixing characteristics, and velocity prof~es fi c=c~e
inlets. b one inlet (designated cascade inlet) the passages were con-
toured to generate coalesced compressions; whereas, those of the other
inlet (designated stepped-cascade inlet) were contoured to generate
noncoslesced compressions. The following results were obtained from
this investigation:

1. The starting phenomenon of cascade inlets is such that each cas-
cade starts by allowing spillage to the sides of the inlet and over the
succeeding cascade blades. Starting takes place almost instantaneously
with the inboard passage starting first and the outboard passage starting
last. Both inlets were stable in the supercritical region only.

2. With mass-flow ratios of 1, the maximum values of total-pressure
recovery obtained were 0.43 for the cascade inlet and 0.45 for the
stepped-cascade inlet, as compared to a theoretical value of about O.&+
for both inlets. Individual passages of the cascade inlet attained
maximum values of total-pressure recoveryof Ox. The differences
between msximum total-pressure recovery for the individual passages and
the entire cascade inlet sre due to the losses involved in straightening
the velocity profiles of the individual passages and to subsonic mixing
of the @r from the individual passages. Higher total pressure recoveries
could probably be obtained in cascade-type inlets if the inlets were not
required to deliver air in the stresmwise direction as in the case of the
designs tested.

3. The Mach nmiber distributions obtained approximately 40minhum
widths downstream fran the leading edge of the inboard passages of both
inlets were fairly uniform across the passage width.

__—————— -——
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4. Separation of the supersonic flow which increases with back
pressure takes place within the individual passages of both inlets. The
separation is asymmetric, and the asynmet~ has no sYst~tic relation-

ship with back pressure.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Ctittee for Aeronautics,

LangleyMeld, Vs., ~ 6, 19*.
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(b) Ste~ed-casctie inlet.

Figme 2.- Two-dimensi.onal. cascade-type inlets.
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Figure 6.- Location of measuring ste.tio~. (All dimensions are in inches. )
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